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● Provides intellectual access to object
● Enhances easy object retrieval
● Supports subject searching
● Supports faceting
● Promotes consistency





● Rich vs. basic
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● Best practice for large 
scale digitization
● Saves time and 
resources






● Outlines metadata elements
● Sets encoding scheme
● Defines element occurrence
● Defines element obligation




● Enforce same description rules 
for all digital objects


























● Improve resource discovery
● Allow grouping of similar 
objects
● Support search functionality


















● AAT: Art and Architecture Thesaurus
● FAST: Faceted Application of Subject Terminology
● TGM: Thesaurus for Graphic Materials
● LCSH: Library of Congress Subject Headings
● MESH: Medical Subject Headings
● TGN: Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names
● ULAN: Union List of Artist Names
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